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Human Clinical Safety and Efficacy Pilot Study

BIOVAFLEX™: An Ingestible Egg Shell Membrane for the Treatment of Knee Associated
Musculoskeletal Pain and Stiffness:

Abstract

BiovaFlex™, an all natural Egg Shell Membrane ingredient manufactured by Biova, LLC was evaluated for
safety and efficacy in the treatment of musculoskeletal pain and flexibility. For study purposes, the knee joint
was specified and monitored for the 6 week duration of the study.

BiovaFlex™, is a unique water soluble supplement rich in the proteins Collagen and Elastin, and a family of
Glycosaminoglycans that include Chondroitin, Glucosamine, and Hyaluroanic Acid. These essential nutrients
are widely known to support joint and connective tissue health. Providing important structural stability and
function to synovial joints, these nutrients are an important mainstay of treatment for common joint
conditions such as osteoarthritis.

An open-label Pilot Study was conducted. Forty-two subjects were recruited and assigned to receive 450mg
of BiovaFlex™ daily for 6 weeks. Subjects were clinically evaluated at established intervals for both
effectiveness (pain level and total flexion) and overall health evaluations. Assessments were made at 2, 4 and
6 weeks. Daily online tracking and measurement of the subject’s joint pain was recorded via the Western
Ontario and McMasters University (WOMAC) Abbreviated Index.

 Pain symptoms were reduced 8.25 % from base line within 7 days and 16.42 % from baseline
within 14 days.

 Total pain symptoms were reduced 20% from baseline at study end. The average WOMAC
value across all subjects fell from 4.61 (baseline) to 3.69 (study end). A reduction of .97 or
20.78%. (P<0.0001)

 This reduction in absolute pain is significant in that the pain relief overcame the pain increases
normally associated with increases in flexion. Improved Knee Functionality in just seven days
was 9.191% , and 10.14 % from baseline within 14 days.

 Relative Knee Functionality improved 37.8% over the course of six weeks.
 The safety profile was remarkable with no reported adverse events.

This study concludes that BiovaFlex™ is an effective and safe alternative treatment for musculoskeletal pain
and stiffness as associated with the knee.
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Introduction

Knee pain is a common cause of morbidity in all age groups. Although a number of diseases afflict the knee,
e.g. chondromalacia, ligament or tendon injuries, the most common is arthritis. This is a non-specific term in
that, although it denotes inflammation of the knee, is not indicative of a particular cause. The most common
cause of knee pain, however, is Osteoarthritis. An estimated 27 million people in the United States alone are
afflicted with this condition, and being more prevalent in the elderly, as the elderly population is expected to
grow, the number of afflicted cases are expected to grow proportionally. Patients with Osteoarthritis in
addition to being treated with the traditional pharmacotherapy have sought Complementary and Alternative
medicine such as chondroitin-sulfate, glucosamine, and hyaluronic acid in the management of their
condition.

Hyaluronic acid solutions, prepared from rooster comb tissue, are widely used in treatment of osteoarthritis.
This natural nonsulfated glycosaminoglycan is injected into the joint space, a technique called
viscosupplementation, to augment endogenous hyaluronic acid and enhance mobility and reduce joint pain.

Glucosamine and chondroitin are also marketed as nutritional supplements to treat joint pain due to
osteoarthritis. A number of short-term studies, particularly in Europe and Asia, suggest that these agents
have efficacy equal to currently used non-steroidal anti-inflammatory agents.

BiovaFlex™ is an all natural eggshell membrane ingredient produced via Biova’s patent pending Hydro5™
process. Eggshell membrane is composed of two individual membranes between the egg albumin and the
eggshell. The membranes are primarily comprised of protein fibers. Eggshell membrane also has been
shown to contain acid glycosaminoglycans including dermatan sulfate and chondroitin-4-sulfate. 1 Picard,
et.al, isolated and characterized sulfated glycoproteins from eggshell membrane.2 Glycoproteins included
hexosamines, hexoses, and fucose. More recently, significant amounts of hyaluronic acid have been detected
in eggshell membrane (Patent Pending, DeVore, D.P., et.al.). Other components identified in eggshell
membrane include ovotransferrin, desmosine and isodesmosine, lysyl oxidase, and lysozyme.

Biova, LLC has developed an innovative patent-pending method to efficiently separate eggshell membrane
from eggshells. The isolated membrane is then processed via the Hydro5™ process into a water soluble
powder. Biova, LLC in its own composition analysis of calcium-free eggshell membrane (devoid of
eggshell) have concluded that their BiovaFlex™ eggshell membrane product contains high content of
protein, and moderate quantities of hyaluronic acid and trace quantities of glucosamine and chondroitin
sulfate,.

The concentrations of glucosamine and chondroitin sulfate in the eggshell membrane are relatively low
compared to doses commonly used to reduce joint pain. Other constituents, such as hyaluronic acid,
desomosine, isodesomsine and other as yet unidentified natural substances, may contribute to the benefits
realized by study subjects. Recent observations in the preparation and purification of eggshell membrane
hydrolyzate suggest that eggshell membrane contains natural antioxidant compounds. Antioxidant
compounds may combine with the glucosaminoglycans to inhibit the generation of superoxide radicals.

In a previous study, an observation of supplementation efficacy on reported chronic joint pain demonstrated a
significant remittance in joint symptoms after oral supplementation with eggshell membrane for 7 days,
which relapsed upon stopping the therapy.

This study was designed to assess the effectiveness of BiovaFlex™ Natural Eggshell Membrane
(BiovaFlex™- Biova, LLC, Johnston, IA, USA) compositions in the form of an ingestible daily supplement
for the treatment of connective tissue and joint pain and discomfort.
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Materials & Methods

Test Product

Product Composition
Derived from avian source, BiovaFlex™ is water soluble, high protein hydrolyzed egg membrane powder
with unique blend of naturally occurring nutrients including Hydrolyzed collagen, Elastin, Chondroitin-
sulfate, glucosamine and hyaluronic acid.

Product Supply
The BiovaFlex™ product is produced by Biova LLC in Johnston, Iowa. Sponsor supplied Clinic Testing site
with BiovaFlex™ capsules in the following: 220 small bottles with 40 capsules, each containing 150mg of
BiovaFlex™. The studied dosage required the consumption of 3 capsules daily to total 450mg per day.
Approximately a two week supply of product per bottle and a 6 week supply of capsules in total were
provided to each subject over the duration of the study.

Product Accountability
Supplies delivered to the investigational Clinic were distributed to enrolled subjects at each visit. All
supplies were labeled by the Clinic with study date, Clinic name, Supplement name, a number from 1 to 45,
with use/dose instructions. Later when the product was supplied to the subject, the subject’s identifier code
was written on the bottle/jar. The site used a form to document distribution of capsule supplies among
subjects. This form was maintained by the investigator. If a subject withdrew from the study, any remaining
capsules and capsule containers were collected by the investigator. An accurate account of capsules
consumed by each subject in the study was maintained.

Intended Use
The Ingestible Natural Eggshell Membrane supplement is intended for treatment of the discomfort from
connective tissue and knee joint pain. Hydrolyzed egg membrane powder for the study was contained in
capsules of 150mg per capsule. Three (3) capsules are taken by mouth along with water or juice daily.

Study Design
The study was conducted to evaluate the safety and efficacy of BiovaFlex™ ingredient on joint and
musculoskeletal pain. Forty two subjects were enrolled in a period of approximately one month and
evaluated over the course of 6 subsequent weeks at the test center in Sausalito, CA (USA). Selection was
based on health and physical evaluations of the subjects along with satisfaction of the inclusion/exclusion
criterion set forth in the design of the study. Provision of written informed consent was mandated and
obtained prior to enrollment of the subjects in the study. Treatment involved a 450 mg daily dose of
BiovaFlex™ soluble eggshell membrane powder via three 150mg capsules.

Clinic visits and assessments were scheduled at weeks 2, 4 and 6 from subject start. Subject compliance
reviews were performed by subject interviews and via monitoring of the subject’s online daily diary and
WOMAC surveys. Subjects were asked to log questions and or concerns if necessary, in dairies provided to
them.

Subjects 18 years of age or older with history of arthritic type joint pain or connective tissue disorder with a
reduced range of motion were considered for this study (1). In the selection process the potential subjects
clinical history was reviewed and vital signs observed. Selection was based on subject fulfilling the inclusion
criteria and disqualifying others based the exclusion criterion. Subjects were included based on Inclusion
Criteria. (see below) Subjects included, must acknowledge persistent pain in one or both knees or complain
of connective tissue disorder with an assessment score of at least 5, but not more than 9 using the Pain
Assessment and Pain Intensity Rating scale. Subjects agreed to replace current pain relief medications with
BiovaFlex™ treatment, and female participants agreed to use appropriate birth control for duration of trial.
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Subjects were excluded (see detail below) if they have a history of Rheumatoid Arthritis, or were on
medications such as methotrexate or immunosuppressive medications. Subjects were asked to refrain from
taking any other vitamins or supplements.

Subjects who met all of the eligibility criteria were enrolled to participate. As part of their informed consent
subjects were informed of their rights as research participants; the contents of the study, including the
procedures involved and the treatment, risk and benefits associated with it, along with any other alternatives
available were explained to them. A signed consent form was required and received in order to allow the
subjects to participate. A “drop out” log was maintained for any participant who dropped during the duration
of the study.

Treatments & Mode of Administration

Subjects were instructed to take a daily dose of three 150 mg (450mg) processed Biova Natural Eggshell
Membrane (BiovaFlex™) with juice or water as treatment for their musculoskeletal pain and stiffness.
Subjects were evaluated on-site at Week 2, Week 4, and Week 6, and their supplement was replenished till
the duration of the next visit. Compliance was tracked using multiple methods including: subject’s daily self-
assessment diary, to be filled throughout the study period; an online self-assessment electronic questionnaire
for pain and stiffness assessed at various range of motions, the WOMAC Assessment and Pain Intensity
Rating Scale; or the Center’s Study Compliance Phone Line, where subjects identify themselves and record
comments regarding their condition. Clinic staff also followed-up with subjects by telephone.

The primary endpoint was to evaluate the effectiveness of 450 mg BiovaFlex™ as a treatment for pain,
stiffness, and discomfort for knee associated musculoskeletal disorder. Subjects were evaluated for response
to treatment in clinic on Week 2, Week 4, and Week 6. During each clinic visit, review of medical history,
physical evaluation, and patient interview provided insight to patient compliance and concerns with respect
to the treatment. In addition, subjects were interviewed about situations that have potential to mask
symptoms or produce adverse reactions, such as recreational drug abuse or applied-therapeutics or
supplements. Effectiveness of response, via knee exam, was determined through pain assessment at rest and
on motion as measured on a numerical scale ranging from 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst pain perceivable), along
with range of motion as measured using a Goniometer. Signs and Symptoms, e.g. swelling, crepitus, were
documented to provide insight into the functionality of knee. The online WOMAC Pain Assessment and
Pain Intensity Rating scale was also used to quantify the pain and stiffness and provided a objective tool to
evaluate subjects in-between visits. Primary endpoint values were compared to baseline (first visit) to
determine efficacy of treatment.

Adverse Effects & Safety Monitoring

The secondary endpoint was to assess the safety of BiovaFlex™ capsules as a treatment option for knee
associated musculoskeletal dysfunction. Subjects were also instructed to record any changes in overall
health, as well as any discomfort associated with ingestion of the capsules in their self-assessment diaries.
An evaluation of heart rate and blood pressure was performed with every visit, to keep track of any potential
adverse cardiovascular effect. The subject self-assessment diary was reviewed at each visit and any
discomfort of other adverse events recorded was discussed with each subject. Blood Chemistry, hematology,
and allergen antibody assays provided valuable insights in any systemic changes that might be of negative
consequence to the subject. The testing was performed by a CLIA certified, medical diagnostic laboratory
and included non fasting glucose, sodium, potassium, calcium, chloride, carbon dioxide, urea, creatine,
alkaline phosphatase, total protein, albumin, globulin, AST, ALT, and total bilirubin. Blood samples from
subjects were drawn by certified phlebotomists on initial visit, at week 6 and at varying intervals in between.
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Inclusion Criteria
Subject selected were 18 years of age or older; able and willing to give informed consent and attend all
evaluation visits. Subject had persistent pain in one or more knee joints or connective tissue with a pain
assessment score of at least 5, but not more than 9 using the Pain Assessment and Pain Intensity Rating scale.
Subject agreed to take/use BiovaFlex™ compositions to replace current pain relief medications, and was
willing to use appropriate birth control for duration of trial if necessary.

Exclusion Criteria
Subjects with Rheumatoid Arthritis, or currently receiving remission-inducing drugs such as methotrexate or
immunosuppressive medications in the past 3 months, or using accutane or other skin treatment products
were excluded. Subjects using accutane, or other skin treatment drugs or topicals such as Isotretinoin, oral
antibiotics, topical antimicrobials, (Azelaic acid, Benzoyl Peroxide, Clindamycin, Erythromycin, Sodium
Sulfacetamide, or topical retinoids, like Adapalene, Tazarotene, or Tretinoin were also excluded. Subjects
with a persistent pain score >9 using the Pain Assessment and Pain Intensity Rating scale were excluded
from the joint study arm but were allowed to participate in the Skin Treatment arm of the study.

In addition, subjects were excluded if they had known allergy to eggs or egg products; were Pregnant or
breastfeeding women; unwilling to forgo use of over-the-counter (OTC) treatments for the of the study;
involved in any other research study involving an investigational products (drug, device or biologic) or a new
application of an approved product, within 30 days of screening; were in poor health, diabetic, high blood
pressure, a heart condition, had known problems with bleeding, on medications to stabilize organ function, or
moods, or were over-weight by 20% to 25% their maximum desirable weight for their height. Subjects were
required to refrain from taking any other vitamins or supplements.

Subjects who met all of the eligibility criteria were invited to participate. Study personnel (clinical
investigator or research nurse/coordinator) explained the study to each subject, and reviewed study
procedures involved in the treatment, risk and benefits, alternative treatments and his/her rights as a study
subject. The subject was given the consent form and allowed as much time as he or she required to read and
decide on participation. Subject who decided to participate, were asked to sign the consent form. Subjects
who signed the consent form, and provided a medical history and met the inclusion criteria and agreed to the
treatment were considered enrolled. Subjects who withdraw after signing the consent but before any study
treatment were administered were recorded on a dropout log.

After a Consent Form was signed by the subject, baseline information was collected and the following
procedures were conducted:
 Review of Medical history. including past or present symptoms, drugs-therapeutic and/or abuse,

operations, trauma, joint pain History and Physical exam-functional evaluation (work/walking/
swelling/how alleviated) including; knee exam--noting swelling, walk with a limp, needs to use a cane
and/or wheelchair, etc.

 Scoring of joint pain or connective tissue pain using the WOMAC Pain Assessment and Pain Intensity
Rating Scale. Determine range of motion of effected joint(s), a pain reduction of .97 or 20.78%
(P<0.0001)

 Concomitant medications.

 Blood Chemistry, CBC, blood pressure and heart rate.
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Study Schedule:

Table One. S = Supplement T= Topical.
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Results

The study period was between 23 January 2009 and April 10 2009 A total of forty-two subjects were
recruited and enrolled in the trial with respect to the selection criteria discussed above.

The average drop in pain over the study period across all individuals was almost one full point on the
WOMAC scale: 0.97 (4.61 (baseline) to 3.69, a pain reduction of 20.78% (P<0.0001) (study end)). (Also
see diary data for some of the more dramatic effects) A full point decrease in absolute pain is substantial
because it means that even as degree of flex increases, the pain relief is so substantial that it outweighs the
upward pressure on pain due to increase in flex. The functionality measurements show increases in overall
functionality of the knees given both flex and pain.

Treatment with BiovaFlex™ demonstrated:

In First 10 days of Treatment Pain Is Reduced an Average of 23.77% in all Subjects:

Walking on flat
surface - pain

Going on up or
down stairs -
pain

At night while
in bed - pain

While sitting or
laying - pain

While standing -
pain

Average for
All

23.64% 24.69% 18.92% 20.00% 31.58% 23.77%

The subject self-report data show that over a ten day period pain was reduced by 23.64% for walking on a flat surface,
24.69% for going up or down stairs, 18.92% while in bed, 20% while sitting or laying, and 31.58% while standing.
The average reduction in pain for all subjects over all measured activities was 23.77%. This implies, if the set of
subjects is truly representative of the set of consumers of the product, that a reduction in pain of 18.92% to 31.58%
with consistent consumption of the intervention product is not inconsistent with the data. This analysis is based on
average responses from survey data reported by subjects based on the WOMAC pain scale.

Toxicity and Adverse Effects

Medical Histories Review
Twelve subjects dropped/no showed from the study due to a combination of personal reasons, exclusionary
or precautionary measures taken on by clinical staff.
Dropouts:

CODE REASON

1 LR 40
Blood Pressure - slight-
hyperactive

2 JL 30 Blood Pressure - white coat

3 JH 48 Personal

4 PT 39
On medication for Blood
Pressure

5 AG 4 Personal

6 TFB 3 Egg Alergy

7
CM
51 Egg Alergy

8 AS 44 Personal (drug usage)

9
DW
50 Due to no show

10 DJ 49 Personal (Surgery)

11
SM
45 Due to no show

12 AL 1 Personal (family)
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Blood Analysis Results Summary
As part of the design to ascertain safety and efficacy, an average of two blood samples were taken from each
subject. Blood samples were collected at baseline at the end of the study. In addition, sampling was done at
varying intervals throughout the treatment period to monitor allergies or toxicity. As a part of the safety
protocol, blood chemistry, hematology, and allergen antibody assays were performed. The testing was
performed by a CLIA certified, medical diagnostic reference laboratory.

The blood chemistry analysis included non fasting glucose, sodium, potassium, chloride, carbon dioxide,
urea nitrogen, creatinine, calcium, alkaline phosphatase, total protien, albumin, and globulin. In addition,
AST, ALT and total bilirubin were tested to monitor liver function.

A complete blood cell count was performed to monitor general system function. The hematology analysis
included a hematocrit and hemoglobin level, red cell, white cell, and platelet counts, as well as cell
morphology.

A slight overall rise in blood chloride and urea nitrogen were noted, but were still within the reference range
at the study completion.

Although there was an occasional nonspecific result that fell outside the reference range, all results were
predominantly well within normal ranges. In review of analytical data reported, there was no significant
change from baseline beyond the normal variations that are expected. There was no negative effect nor
toxicity observed in blood chemistry analysis. Hematocrit and hemolobin concentration showed little change
and there was no abnormal blood cell morphology. Furthermore, none of the participants showed any
significant increase in IgE antibodies to egg allergens.

The raw data sets of the laboratory assays can be found in the accompanying document, Biova Lab Results
and Conclusions. This Excel workbook contains the raw results data for each participant and is compiled in
data sheets labeled with each participants study code. The raw data sets were then charted for each blood
marker noted above. There are two charts for each blood marker. For each blood marker, the first chart
represents the actual values in relation to the accepted medical reference ranges. The second chart
demonstrates the change in values as a percentage of the baseline sample.

Effectiveness Analysis
The following will be a discussion of the data obtained from the patient diaries and the flexibility/pain
measurement data. These data are used to analyze the overall effectiveness of the BiovaFlex™ product on
subjects over time. All data were collected according to guidelines detailed by the WOMAC™ scale. (cite:
http://www.womac.org/womac/womac_userguide.htm) Diary data comprises the self-report segment of the
study, while the Pain/Flexibility data comprise corroborating medical measurements.

Subject Self-Report Logs
In addition to the data collected from subject blood work, subjects were required to note protocol compliance
in an online electronic journal on a daily basis. Data collected include time, date, patient information, and
pill consumption behavior. In addition, several questions from the WOMAC scale were presented, including
the level of pain (mild, moderate, severe, extreme) for the following activities: walking on a flat surface,
going up or down stairs, at night while in bed, while sitting, and while standing. Space was left for
comments to allow comparison of response with subject qualitative notes. Subject self-report logs served as
positive reinforcement for protocol compliance. Further, the tabulation of this data illustrates some of the
evolution of subject responses over time in a more granular fashion. Summary tabulations of results are
displayed in Table Two below.
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Subject Self-Report Log Data

Date Range Factor None (%) Mild (%) Mod. (%) Severe (%) Extreme (%)

April 5 46.39 30.93 20.62 0.00 0.00
4 54.64 34.02 9.28 0.00 0.00
3 77.32 21.65 0.00 0.00 0.00
2 39.18 38.14 20.62 0.00 0.00
1 34.02 47.42 16.49 0.00 0.00

January 5 40.61 29.95 26.90 1.02 0.00
4 45.18 36.04 13.20 4.06 0.51
3 55.84 24.87 15.74 3.05 0.00
2 27.92 28.43 27.92 13.71 2.03
1 39.09 30.96 25.89 3.55 0.00

Table Two. Subject self report (online diary) data. The data show the changes from the inception period to
the end period. Numbers denote the percentage of total individuals listing the response (none, mild,
moderate, severe, extreme) on the pain questionnaire. Key to factors: 1 = Walking on flat surface - pain; 2=
Going on up or down - pain; 3= At night while in bed - pain; 4= While sitting or laying - pain; 5=While
standing – pain.

A simple analysis of diary data over time showed that a smaller proportion of subjects showed pain in each
question as participation in the study changed. The percentage of subjects suffering from no pain in factor
five went from 40.61% to 46.39%, in six week, showing a potentially positive redistribution from higher pain
groups to lower pain groups. The percentage of subjects in the worst pain groups declined to zero at the end
of the study.

Factor None
(%)

Mild
(%)

Mod.
(%)

Severe
(%)

Extreme
(%)

5 12.45 3.168445 -30.45 TR TR

4 17.31 -5.93768 -42.24 TR TR

3 27.78 -14.873 TR TR TR

2 28.73 25.45884 -35.40 TR TR

1 -14.90 34.71109 -57.00 TR TR

Table Three. Subject self-report (online diary) data. This chart documents the changes in the percentages of
subjects reporting various levels of pain from the inception of the study in January to the end of the study in
April. The higher categories show decline while the “None” category shows increase in all but one area.
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As the data in Table Three show, the “Severe” and “Extreme” categories are completely vacated by the end
of the study. The “Moderate” pain category has shown significant decline. Declines are seen in the mild
category and the “None” category has seen increases for all except factor one. The bulk of increase for factor
1 appears to have been distributed with the “Mild” category. This evidence is consistent with the hypothesis
that Biova supplement has a positive effect on the reduction of knee pain.

Direct Flexibility and Pain Scale Measurements

Supplement effectiveness evaluations were carried out at week 2, week 4, and week 6 following initiation of
treatment. During the follow up evaluation visits the clinical investigators reviewed the subject’s diary and
conducted a pain assessment using the pain assessment and pain intensity rating scale. The investigators also
conducted manual range of motion assessments on the subjects knee(s) Another pain assessment using the
WOMAC pain assessment and pain intensity rating scale was also made during range of motion
measurements.

The mean baseline pain assessment score was calculated for all subjects. The change in pain assessment
score for each treatment was calculated and then averaged across the subject population at week 2, 4, and 6
of the evaluation.

A challenge when measuring the effects of knee pain is that there is natural confounding in the end measured
results: the knee’s range of motion, i.e. degrees of flexibility and subject’ pain level at specific measurements
within that range of motion. . The data set is essentially subject to double variables. Therefore, a simple
analysis of either measurement may show a fallacious positive or negative relationship between the
measurement targets and the intervention material. In order to compensate for these double variables, a
couple of simple formulae have been developed to enable comparisons of data averages.

The formulae are as follows:

Relative Functionality (Pop. Average): Y = 


n

i i

i

x

x

n ))10/()10((

)90/(1

2

1 ; 102 ix Eq. 1

This calculates the relative increase range of motion of leg given pain, or “Relative Functionality” of the
subjects knees. It is simply the corrected ratio of range of leg motion compared to the inverse of the level of
pain, to denote pain-related functionality. The end-result is a comparison of percentages put in the same
numerical terms, which delineates the degree to which increases in total functionality can be attributed to
increased range of leg motion.

Total Functionality (Pop. Average): )]10/)10[()90/(
1

21 i

n

i
i xx

n
Y   Eq. 2

This calculates the total increase range of motion of leg given pain level, or “Total Functionality” of the
subjects knees. It is the corrected ratio of range of leg motion added to the inverse of the level of pain, to
denote pain-related functionality. The result is a corrected version of the total change in subject knee
functionality over the study period.
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In both equations please note the following: y denotes the estimated outcome measure, n is the number of
subjects, i is the ith subject, x1i is the degree of movement for subject i, x2i is the measurement on the pain
scale for subject i, 90 is the total number of degrees of movement for a totally functional knee and 10 is the
total for the pain scale. As 10 is the highest level of pain, 10 - x2i denotes the pain-related functionality of the
subject.

Baseline Comparison Total Change

Relative Functionality 1.509699 2.080397 37.8%

Total Functionality 1.135095 1.351762 19.1%

Source: This chart denotes population averages tabulated as per Eq. 1, Eq2.

The data obtained are supplied in the chart above. The data illustrate noticeable improvements over the three
sampling time points, week 2, 4 & 6.. The interpretation of the information in the chart above is as follows:
relative flexibility fluctuated in the sample by 37.8%. This means that of the amount of functionality gained,
37.8% as calculated, can be attributed to the relative increases in degree of knee bend concurrent to the
relative reductions in pain as realized within this range of motion. ( Also, it is worth noting that the p-values
for all of the values are p<0.0001, allowing for the rejection of the null hypothesis.) This is consistent with
the observation that as the intervention takes effect, the subject is able to increase his/her angle of motion to
the point of pain tolerance. The increase in total functionality means that knee functionality taking into
account both angle of motion and pain level have increased by a total of 19.1%. These calculations are based
on averages documented above computed on the sample of individuals provided in the study.

Discussion-Conclusion:

Chronic debilitating knee pain and dysfunction is an extremely common disorder and is a significant cause of
dysfunction in individuals of all age groups. This study was designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of
BiovaFlex™ as a treatment option for subjects suffering from knee associated musculoskeletal dysfunction.

The study concludes that BiovaFlex™ is a viable option for treatment of knee and musculoskeletal disorder
in that it has proven effectiveness in joint related symptoms and has been shown to be safe, with no reported
adverse effects. The absence of reported adverse events with BiovaFlex™ may prove it to be more
advantageous as a remedy than the traditional route of joint relief with NSAIDS, with their serious side
effects.

Subjects have shown significant improvement in symptoms relative to the short duration of the study. (an
average drop in pain over the study period across all individuals was almost one full point on the WOMAC
scale: 0.97, in just the first 10 days of treatment pain was reduced an average of 23.77% in all subjects. A
longer study is warranted to determine if long term use would predict greater improvements in flexibility and
range of motion while reducing pain further.
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As the data in Table 3 shows, in this 45 day study, there is a significant decline in pain of moderate level with
redistribution into lower pain groups. Relative functionality of 37.8% denotes a marked improvement in
overall flexibility. This shows that range of motion has improved with subjects showing greater degrees of
flexion. Total functionality of 19.1% , although not as marked as relative functionality, is nevertheless
significant given the short duration of the study. This total functionality denotes improvement in symptoms
on joint usage (e.g. walking, climbing stairs). It is evident from these results that use of BiovaFlex™ does
have potential as a treatment for symptomatic joint relief in knee musculoskeletal dysfunction, more so with
its absence of reported adverse effect. This is significant especially when dealing with a condition that
requires long-term treatment.

The improvements in the signs and symptoms may in part be related to the Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs),
which are constituents of the BiovaFlex™. Glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), the class of amino sugars to which
Hyaluronic acid, chondroitin-sulfate and glucosamine belong to, are an integral part of the amorphic ground
substance that constitutes the extracellular matrix of connective tissues, for example articular cartilage.
GAGS have highly charged side groups that render them extremely hydrophilic, thus attracting large volume
of water, which imparts the characteristic turgor of supportive tissues. As mentioned earlier, Hyaluronic
acid, glucosamine, and chondroitin-sulfate are often employed in the management of osteoarthritis. It should
not be of surprise then, that BiovaFlex™ with these respective compositions would appear to be a valuable
treatment, possibly reconstituting the matrix in dysfunctional joints and connective tissue disease.

Study Clinical Team:

Maria Gherman, M.D., M.P.H., Occupational Medicine, Preventive Medicine
Herjit Pannu M.D., Pathology
Eluem Blyden Ph.D., Molecular Genetics
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